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CSUSB lost a student soldier May 11 in Afghanistan during a small arms fire fight. Lt. Alejo Thompson came to CSUSB in 2010 to become a U.S. Army Officer and continue his service to this country.

Lt. Thompson was a part of the Army Reserve Officers Training Corps (ROTC) Coyote Battalion program until he graduated in 2010 and moved out of state.

The official released statement read “1st Lt. Alejo R. Thompson, 30, of Yucaipa, Ariz., died May 11 in Bagram, Afghanistan, when enemy forces attacked his unit with small-arms fire. He was assigned to the 1st Battalion, 12th Infantry Regiment, 4th Brigade Combat Team, 4th Infantry Division, Fort Carson, Colorado,” according to the U.S. Department of Defense website.

News of his death spread to his loved ones and to all the soldiers and cadets he had met through Facebook and phone calls.

“I saw a post on Facebook that a past former cadet was killed in action, it was just a shock. It was also a wake-up call for the seniors on this campus that this can happen after deployment,” said Sgt. 1st Class Isaac Abeyta.

The loss of Lt. Thompson was “a great shock. I still don’t want to believe it. We lost a good Army officer, a good person in general and I am deeply saddened,” said Larry Daniels, who handles paperwork for ROTC cadets and is how he met Lt. Thompson in 2010.

The last time Daniels saw Lt. Thompson was when Lt. Thompson came to the office with his family to get his files for deployment.

“I said ‘have a safe trip man’ and we exchanged a handshake. He was the type of person that you were drawn to and easy to talk to,” continued Daniels.

Lt. Thompson will be one of the fallen soldiers that will be honored during the Armed Forces Awareness Week beginning May 18-25 hosted by CSUSB Veterans Success Center and Student Veterans Organization.

On Monday, May 14 the main flags at CSUSB were flown at half mast from morning until noon, this is customary after a soldier has been killed in action.

There will be a 21-gun salute and

“Hunger strike ends with arrangements from Reed”

By NIN GARCIA
Staff Writer

Efforts by CSU students who engaged in a hunger strike over soaring tuition and high executive pay have come to an end after 10 consecutive days.

“Abnormal body functions” led students to fall back from the hunger strike.

“We’re tired, our bodies are tired but our spirits are strong and we will continue to fight to claim what is ours, to stand in solidarity with campus presidents, faculty and other students to claim our university,” said CSUSB striker Natalie Darado.

Dorado said students were heartened by an outpouring of support from the university community.

“There is a sense of relief in that, hopefully, there will be no long-term damage that the students will have brought on themselves. We’ve always been concerned about their health,” said Mike Uilenkamp, a spokesman for the university system.

The hunger strike began May 2 and involve 13 students that are members of Students for Quality of Education (SQE) across the CSU system.

Many of the Cal State leaders, who attended the dinner, including board of trustee members and some university presidents, were greeted at the sidewalk outside Reed’s house by the protests.

The protestors made their presence known outside a dinner meeting at the home of Cal State Chancellor Charles Reed.

They intended to fast with the other SQE members until tuition fees stop increasing. They were also advocating for administrative salary allowances from all 23 campus executives’ to be eliminated.

Protesting students made their presence known outside a dinner meeting at the home of Cal State Chancellor Charles Reed.

“The governing board of California State University agreed to freeze state-funded salaries for new presidents. It will stop pay increases for all of the system’s college presidents; the only exception would be if they were to receive funding from private funds within the CSU systems up to 10 percent,” according to the Daily News.

The new plan will be in effect for two years, according to the Los Angeles Times.

Reed has argued that competitive salaries are needed to attract top talent. University leaders said they hoped that asking individual campus foundations, rather than taxpayers to foot more of the bill, will address concerns.

The chancellor also has met with students and agreed to extend free-speech rights, which means people may be able to hand out flyers or set up booths in busier areas of campus.

“Our demands aren’t off the table,” said Donnie Bessom, a graduate student in political science. “We will keep fighting.”

Bessom said through striking students learned not to expect instant gratification and that change takes time with thousands of students recruited for next year.

“Overall, we’re feeling good. The support of my parents and friends along with SQE members got me through,” said Dorado.
July 8–28, 2012

International DIGITAL CINEMA Workshop

Held on the campus of California State University, San Bernardiono. Includes exclusive field trips to:

- Universal Studios to see the new Smart Stage and Virtual Sets
- USC’s Institute for Creative Technologies to see the Light Stage where digital character scanning was done for Benjamin Button and Avatar
- Los Angeles Film School and Hollywood
- Digital Day at the Directors Guild of America

Under the direction of Film Director and Producer RANDAL KLEISER

Film credits include:


The Three-Week International Digital Cinema Workshop is Divided into Two Main Tracks

DIGITAL CINEMA TRACK

Addresses state-of-the-art developments in cutting-edge technology such as the latest in digital production cameras, 3-D technology, Universal Studios’ Smart Stage, USC’s Light Stage.

DIRECTING TRACK

Based on the teachings of the legendary Nina Foch who was a top instructor at the USC School of Cinema and the American Film Institute for 40 years.

GUEST LECTURERS:

John Badham, Director of Saturday Night Fever, Blue Thunder, WarGames, Short Circuit

Martha Coolidge, former President of the Directors Guild of America; Director of Rambling Rose, Lost in Yonkers, Valley Girl


Man W. Travis, Emmy-winning Director and Author of Directing Feature Films and The Director’s Journey

Diane Baker, Actress in Silence of the Lambs, Cable Guy, The Diary of Ann Frank

Susan Zwerman, Author of The Visual Effects Producer—Understanding the Art and Business of VFX

CSUSB STUDENTS: Log onto our website for discounted pricing.

For more info, call (909) 537-3890
Visit www.DigitalCinema.csusb.edu
Email DigitalCinema@csusb.edu

And more award-winning directors, producers and movie industry icons (Subject to availability)
ICreate Youth Conference hosted at CSUSB

Roommate Wanted
Fully furnished large bedroom unit near CSUSB. $395 monthly. All utilities, TV, cable, Internet, furniture included. Bus stop nearby. On-site laundry. Call manager, Alvin 909-913-6172.

New Ebook
“Life on the Mesa” by author Val August (aka Valerie Davis, Wickerson) who grew up in Barstow, CSUSB alumnus and now lives near Seattle WA. Follow the main character, Gemma, from her small town, hardworking upbringing to her demise as revealed in Chapters “Revelations” and “Down by the Riverside.” Support a local girl, “Life on the Mesa” available NOW for only $2.99 on Amazon Books.

Elementary and high school students from the San Bernardino county participated in ICreate at CSUSB Saturday May 12.

For the full story, by Jonathan Ng, head to Coyote-Chronicle.net!
Morales hopes for better outcomes on campus

Continued from Pg. 1

president of the College of Staten Island in 2007. He earned his bachelor’s degree in history from The State University of New York, New Paltz, and earned his doctorate in educational administration and policy studies from Suny, Albany.

One of the few higher education administrators in the United States, he has held senior administrative positions at the three largest public university systems in the nation: the California State University, The State University of New York and The City University of New York.

The CSUSB news website stated that in addition to building the university honors college at Cal Poly Pomona, Morales helped faculty to secure a $3.5 million National Science Foundation ADVANCE grant to create a university-wide program for the recruitment and development of diverse faculty in the STEM fields.

The San Bernardino Sun interviewed Morales asking him his thoughts on increasing the number of minorities and financially challenged students on campus.

Morales responded by saying, “I certainly feel that and I’m committed in continuing Karnig’s work in this area.”

CSUSB vet falls in the line of fire

Continued from Pg. 1

taps, which is a bugle call when soldiers have fallen, during the Graves of the Fallen on May 21 at 11 a.m. on the Pfau Library Lawn.

There will be a volley of gun shots during the salute so Coyotes who hear the shots shouldn’t be alarmed.

During this week of awareness there will be a Tie a Ribbon Campaign where yellow ribbons will be tied around trees on campus to represent the 18,370 California Soldiers, Marines, Sailors and Airmen that are currently deployed.

This is a way to demonstrate that no one forgets about soldiers after they have left our community and that their families and friends are waiting for them to get back home.
CHRONICLE EDITORIAL

Senioritis, or summer?

Are a few weeks of procrastinating worth not getting out on time?

By ANGELINA GARIBAY
Chief Copy Editor

I believe that strikes are words being put into action, so I think they can be an effective method of getting your point across. Since the California Faculty Association (CFA) approved their two-day strike the students have been doing some striking of their own. Recently, the members of Students for Quality Education went on a nine-day hunger strike. This surprised me, but I think this may be what students need now that tuition costs keep rising and college grades are not able to get the jobs they need to pay off their student debt.

I think its about time that we hear some noise from the students. “I wish I would have known we were striking because I would’ve wanted to be there, because I think Chancellor Reed needs to hear what I have to say,” said student Courtnee Allen. Reed went to hear from the Students of Quality Education, according to The Press Enterprise.

Their list of demands included freezing tuition costs for the next five years and bringing executive salaries back to 1999 levels, reported The Press Enterprise, but their demands weren’t met. A spokesperson from the chancellor’s office said the students’ demands were unrealistic. Although the students’ demands weren’t met, I think it’s important that we continue to make efforts to get our voices heard.

The students that participated in the hunger strike took great pride in the fact that their efforts brought attention to the chancellor’s office. A CBS investigator found over $700,000 in debatable charges for alcohol, catering, and transportation from the chancellor’s office, according to The Press Enterprise.

As a student I’m so disappointed because students are struggling and it has been a hard time for us economically, causing many of us to be frustrated. If you ask me it’s about time we turn our frustrations into actions. We chose to go to college and further our education, yet the chancellor’s office is making it difficult to afford.

So should our tuition go up because we chose to better ourselves? Something needs to change in order to prevent extra money being taken out of students’ pockets.

Students are now being forced to move back in with their parents or move into cheaper places that can be in bad neighborhoods.

After rising housing costs I was forced to move 15 miles away from school without a car or job. “My family lives in a different state while I’m here at Cal State going to school, but since they raised their tuition it’s been hard for me so now my family has to help support me,” said student Stephanie Pierre.

Students put so much into finishing school because of the promising future that we believe we might have. The hunger strike the students put on gave us the attention we deserve because it’s about time for us to be heard.

A hunger strike doesn’t seem bad and it will make people recognize what we go through.

So let’s strike CSUSB, since it seems that’s the only way we are going to make any progress.
Opinions

Monday, May 21, 2012

By SARA NYDAM
Staff Writer

Attack ads: proceed with caution

Negative campaigns prove to be an effective way to sway voters but are harmful to the decision making process of those listening.

Although you like to believe you judge people based on merit and reputability, it is human nature to focus on the bad rather than the good. This is why attack ads have worked in the past and will work in upcoming elections, because “there’s nothing like a sinister portrayal of a greedy, self-centered villain, replete with grainy images and menacing music, to stir up our unconscious minds,” reported The Los Angeles Times.

I believe that attack ads normally begin as ridiculous exaggerations of events that occurred when the candidate was out of the spotlight but unfortunately end by swaying voters in an untruthful way.

Consciously, you think to yourself that it’s wrong and unfair for a candidate to bring up old dirt about their opposing candidate.

Unconsciously, you think to yourself that you wouldn’t want someone who’s been rumored to have tried LSD in the 80s to run your city or maybe even your country.

Let’s examine the current campaign involving Neil Derry and James Ramos, both of whom are running for the upcoming position of San Bernardino County Supervisor.

Together, these two candidates will be able to start a Mexican mafia as well as a White gang, according to campaign strategies that bring up rumors about the candidates.

Derry recently slammed Ramos in an attempt to air out his dirty laundry, labeling him as a “Casino Boss” with ties to the Mexican mafia, reported the San Bernardino County Sun.

Ramos fired back by saying voters “deserve something better than these types of gutter politics.”

While I believe that voters shouldn’t ignore attacks made against candidates, I think that they should search deeper for the truth instead of relying upon information that may be exaggerated or entirely untrue.

“[Attack ads] make you think, discrediting someone in a negative way, instead of using facts. They just use an ad hominem effect,” stated student Erik Whitaker.

Derry’s attack specifically was both racist and profound but has brought attention to other relevant information regarding Ramos as a citizen.

“Ramos personally benefits by receiving millions of dollars in casino profits- but he doesn’t pay any state or local taxes,” according to the San Bernardino County Sun.

It is difficult for me to make a choice on who to vote for when negative campaign ads surface because it is nearly impossible to know who to trust.

Although attack ads are effective, I encourage you not to believe them all but instead take into consideration comments made about candidates and evaluate what is being said. In other words, make sure to do your research so you don’t fall for attack ads.

Negative campaigns are more often just an untruthful way to throw off another candidate and make that candidate look untrustworthy when in reality, the only untrustworthy person is the attacker.

My suggestion is to stick to your gut and even though negative ads can be persuasive, learn more about the candidate instead of strictly believing what’s said about them.
Bead exhibit brings cultural awareness

By KIM DAILEY
Staff Writer

CSUSB’s Anthropology Museum is hosting “Beads,” an exhibit displaying different beads and bead work, located on the third floor of the Social and Behavioral Science buildings.

A grand opening reception was held on Tuesday, May 15 from 5-7 p.m. and served refreshments to those who attended, which were about 45 students, faculty and local residents.

There are six tall display glass cases and four bulletin board with different types of beads and jewelry. Displayed are summaries on each item that say how they were made, where they come from and what they represent to each culture.

Beads and bead work on display included an Iroquois wampum belt, Sylvanian women’s collars, a Blackfoot umbilical amulet, African trade beads and prayer beads.

A summary board stated, “Beads were one of the worlds first commodities. An item made expressly to be traded.” For many centuries, beads have represented and expressed many different cultural and religious beliefs from around the world.

“Beads were also an ideal subject for commerce since they require a great deal of labor to produce and were often of rare or expensive materials. They were light enough to be transported easily and durable enough to survive normal handling with little damage,” according to a summary board in the museum.

There are many shapes, sizes, decorations and types of beads in the world. Some types of beads are made from animals, plants, minerals, sand, bone, coral, horns, ivory, seeds, animal shell, pottery, glass, stones, metals and different types of wood.

The summary board stated that more beads have been made of glass than all other materials combined. Glass beads were usually found in sub-Saharan Africa and were manufactured in India.

They are now commonly used as personal adornment and in the past were often exchanged as prestige goods, stated the exhibit.

One item on display was a type of jewel that had a resemblance of an eye. In Sumeria, in the third millennium B.C., they would refer to this as the evil eye. The belief is that the malevolent forces can enter a person through the eye and can cause harm, poor judgement or even death.

Folks believed by having this bead on or around them would help prevent those bad events from occurring.

Student Gloria Doran’s favorite type of beads are Amber beads, which are fossilized resin of coniferous trees.

“I’m learning a lot about beads and how they have different significances to each culture,” said Doran.

The Tibetan Mala necklace on display used 108 bone beads that were divided into four sections by mismatched large beads.

The amount of beads and each bead placement resemble and represent a part of a person’s cultural prayer and their beliefs against evil.

Student Dominic Taylor was walking around taking pictures of all the different beads and bead work. “I like the realness. They are or seem to be real artifacts, not clones,” said Taylor.

On display was a wampum loom handmade belt and the machine that was used to make the belt. It took about 20 hours for the weaving alone and by adding in the time required to make nearly 1600 wampum beads.

The belt was usually worn for hospitality or a type of welcome ceremony.

There are many different cultural backgrounds and beliefs represented behind each of the beads and bead work that the museum had on display.

The Museum hours are Monday through Friday from 8 a.m.-5 p.m. If you have a chance, go check it out.

Photography student gives beauty a new name

By GABBI CORRAL
Staff Writer

One CSUSB photography student has been inspired by messages and billboards send to society and is turning them into art.

Deana Romo, a studio art major with a concentration in photography, has recently grabbed the attention of her professor, Thomas McGovern, with her most recent project.

“My style is mostly revolves around people in the media and how people are so wrapped up in what beauty is. The models aren’t as perfect as we perceive them to be,” said Romo of her latest project.

Romo has put together a collection of photographs in which she distorts the faces and bodies of beautiful models and celebrities in magazine ads by folding the paper into origami-like designs such as “water bombs” or the familiar “cootie catcher.”

“Ads and billboards everywhere,” said Romo. “And it seems as if we can’t get away from them. I decided I would just base my art around them and instead point my finger back at it all and say, ‘This is what I think of what you’re trying to sell me.’”

Romo’s interest in photography began her freshman year of high school when she took her first class. She started at CSUSB as a Spanish major but then quickly discovered that photography was her first love.

“I feel like I’m in control when I have my camera and that I can access anything,” said Romo when asked what her favorite thing about photography was. “There are no boundaries.”

One thing Romo has discovered about photography is that it has helped her break out of her comfort zone. She describes herself as shy, but photography has helped her become more outgoing so that she can get the shot she wants.

“Every photograph should have some sort of narrative to it,” said Romo. “I want people to look at my photos and see that the message is obvious.”

She was inspired to get her message across by distorting the faces and bodies of models in magazines in the form of paper folding by her already existing love for origami.

“I was using my wide angle lens and by using that, the edges of the picture already expand,” said Romo. “I thought to myself ‘How can I make these people look more ridiculous?’ I started folding the paper into different designs and realized it gave them even more conformities.”

Romo recently realized a famous photographer named Weegee had taken on a similar challenge in the 1950s by distorting the images of celebrities. One of his most famous photographs is of Marilyn Monroe where he adjusted her nose to resemble a pig.

“I already started my year-long project when I had discovered Weegee as a photographer,” said Romo. “But now he inspires me to take even more pictures in this style!”

She plans to attend graduate school for photography in the fine arts after CSUSB and hopes she can continue to send messages to people through her art.

Deana Romo uses her love for photography to critique and challenge society’s traditional standards of female beauty.
Creating a pollution-free environment

By DESIRAE CONTRERAS Staff Writer

You can take part in cleaning up the air that we breathe.

According to the Air Quality Management District (AQMD) of Southern California air pollution in the area has improved dramatically since the 1940s. However, the website states we still have a long way to go to meet state and federal air quality health standards.

The AQMD suggests ways for making a difference in today’s environment by following 10 easy steps towards decreasing pollution.

First, CSUSB students can take part by converting from older vehicles to eco-friendly ones that produce less carbon emissions, thus reducing pollution.

“Start by eliminating dirty diesels’ pollution in the air by requiring fleets of school buses, transit buses and street sweepers to phase in cleaner burning vehicles,” states AQMD.

“One thing we can do to help reduce the air pollution around our area is carpool of school buses, transit buses and street pollution in the air by requiring by converting from older vehicles to eco-friendly transportation but more affordable for college students. “Since CSUSB is a commuter school, we would reduce the number of cars that release pollution. Even if it’s a few times a week, this can benefit the air so we wouldn’t have to pay heavy prices on parking permits because we would ride the bus for free with our school I.D.” said Desai.

Secondly, we can all protect our health, communities and families by reducing smoke pollution caused by wood burning and cigarettes.

Wood burning stoves and other wood-burning devices are used in an estimated 1.4 million households in the Southland and they emit an average of six tons per day of particulate matter (PM) emissions. The Southland has a level of PM2.5, the highest in the nation.

Particulate matter is made up of particles found in the air that can cause serious health damage. Once inhaled it enters the lungs and respiratory system. Particles including dust, dirt, soot, smoke and liquid droplets are suspended in the air for long periods of time and can lead to premature deaths, particularly among those with heart and lung conditions.

In addition, the AQMD website explains that traditional barbecueing can cause air pollution. A quick switch to a gas grill can put an end to PM emissions.

“If we can all come together, stop being lazy and money-hungry, we can definitely make a difference,” said student Kimberly Rodriguez. “Riding our bikes, taking the bus, recycling, turning off the lights when not needed, and using a fan instead of air conditioning will make a big difference in our pockets and environment.”

Aside from recycling paper, plastics and metals, try painting with a brush not a sprayer, dry your clothes on a clothesline, plant trees for shade and use a push or electric lawn mower. Also printing and photocopying on both sides of a paper is an economical choice CSUSB students can take part in.

Furthermore, a simple switch to fluorescent light bulbs and purchasing energy efficient appliances is key to helping conserve energy, the environment and your pocket book.

Local businesses receive student support

By ANGELA E. RODRIGUEZ Staff Writer

CSUSB students support our community by buying from the small businesses we call our neighbors.

“Small business is what drives the American economy,” said chief economist for the Office of Advocacy, Dr. Chad Moutray, in the article “Small Business Drives U.S. Economy” on about.com.

During times of recession, small businesses are the ones that suffer the most, especially when they have popular, big-name competition that gets millions of dollars for their business.

At Paco’s Tacos restaurant off University Parkway and Kendall Drive, student Michelle Greene orders her favorite dish. There are several fast food chains that serve a similar plate of food, however, when these local businesses are supported, it stimulates our local economy.

“This place has the best burritos here because they taste homemade, not processed and is less expensive than other places around,” said Greene.

Without these mom and pop businesses, we have corporate businesses available, which would have no need to provide variation in our choices for any basic need, including buying food and getting an oil change. A lack of competition decreases both the driving down of prices to catch consumer attention, and the variety of products.

“On my way to school I always stop at Manna Donuts because it’s convenient and I can get my morning coffee fix with my chocolate sprinkled donut,” said student Luis Aguayo.

“I actually like buying from small businesses because they have better customer service and I feel more comfortable with the owners because they actually care.”

Michelle Greene Student

Small businesses close to campus help create good clientele of students and families that support these locations.

“I think some businesses should be supported more! I know there’s Jack in the Box and Bankin Robbins down the street but people get to open their eyes to see what other options we have here, like Tiki Hut,” said Aguayo.

“I actually like buying from small businesses because they have better customer service and I feel more comfortable with the owners because they actually care,” said Greene. These small businesses give us different variations in price and allow us to not conform to a monopoly; for example at University Book Exchange have lower prices for their merchandise, $5 to $10 cheaper, compared to the original prices at our campus bookstore.

According on about.com in the article “Top Ten Reasons to Love U.S. Small Business,” small businesses contribute to our economy by creating 75 percent of jobs, some of which can help students pay for school. These businesses follow their own rules when it comes to products, unlike many chains that have to deal with corporations like Walmart.

When local small businesses are supported, customers are giving back to their community, which means businesses that make higher revenue pay higher taxes to support local police, fire department and schools.
Excel on purpose.

Equip yourself for excellence in your career and calling at California Baptist University. Choose from a wide range of graduate majors including:

- Athletic Training
- MBA
- MBA in Accounting
- Counseling Ministry
- Counseling Psychology
- Disability Studies
- Education
- English/TESOL
- Forensic Psychology
- Kinesiology
- Nursing
- Music
- Public Administration
- Teaching Credentials

Daytime, evening and online undergraduate programs also available.

Accredited by the Western Association of Schools and Colleges.

www.calbaptist.edu

Live your purpose*

Inside Optimal Resume you’ll find a variety of tools to help you

CREATE, PRESENT, MANAGE, and SHARE your professional credentials.

Create high impact, interactive career materials (such as resumes) based on your career goals
Present your materials online, with our easy-to-use website builder and in print
Manage an unlimited number of career documents from one central location
Share your credentials with your network on your own professional website and across social networking sites

Get Started with Optimal Resume!

http://coyotecareers.csusb.edu

Funded by Title V - Hispanic Serving Institutions Federal Grant
Chamber Orchestra enthralls CSUSB

By MANAL MUSEITEF
Staff Writer

The melodies and variations of string instruments synchro-
nized in perfect harmony on May 17 in a special collabora-
tive concert at CSUSB’s very own Performing Arts Recital Hall.

The director of Chamber Orchestra, Michele Brosseau-
Tacchia has created a multi-level orchestrated program which gives young musicians from element-
ary, middle and high school the opportunity to perform at a col-
legiate level.

It has always been a dream of hers to combine different young talents ever since the beginning of her career as a music educa-
tor. After working with students in the county and at local schools, Brosseau-Tacchia was offered a chance to make her dream into a reality.

“I thought, ‘Wouldn’t it be great if we could all play it again, together?’” So when I was asked I knew what I wanted to do,” said Brosseau-Tacchia.

She began recruiting po-
tential musicians. Players from Elementary Magnet Schools, the Honor Orchestra from Palm Avenue Elementary, Symphonie Jeunesse from Youth Orches-
stra for Strings and the CSUSB Orchestra evidently made a last-
ing impression that soon became known as the Chamber Orchestra.

The collected group of over 50 students has learned three new songs since January, not including “Styres’ Rally” which was known to be the most diffic-
ult song. The talented group however, learned it in just one month.

Pieces such as “Irish Leg-
end” echoed the heavy sounds of the violin and strings accompa-
nied by an up-beat drum set.

CSUSB student Karina Lo-
zano enjoyed the concert even though it was a requirement for her music course.

“I liked the performances a lot especially [listening to] how the violins made such different sounds,” said Lozano.

The crowd was filled with support of family and friends. Proud mother Dale Craig was among his crowd as she em-
braced her talented daughter, viol-
inist Abigail Craig.

“She has only been playing for two years [yet] every time I hear her play she gets better and better,” said Craig.

The song “Ice Sculptures” captured the hauntingly beauti-

The 21-year-old singer from New Zealand is bet-
than when I’m playing, I feel free. Its how I ex-
hance as she perfected her role as the

The album could be described as her personal love confes-
sions. “I wanna raise a child/Won’t you raise a child with me,” she sings on “Settle Down.”

“Settle Down” is upbeat and layered with vocals and hand claps, incorporating more sound throughout the chorus. “Settle Down” and “Cameo Lover” are the album’s best pop songs. “Cameo Lover” is pure pop joy with chery hooks that you can sing along with.

“Cause everyday’s like talking in your sleep/ love is like a silhouette in dreams open up your heart,” Kimbra sings in “Cameo Lover.” “Open up your heart/open up your heart and let me pull you out of your bed,”

The 21-year-old singer from New Zealand is bet-

While “Somebody I Used to Know” was a bit-
der break up song, “I get so happy when I’m playing, I feel free. Its how I ex-

Kimbra has established herself as a solid stand-
alone artist with this amazing album. While some have seen her as riding on the coattails of Gotye’s surprisingly global success, it has shown that Kimbra has a voice and has proven musically she can outshine many of today’s fe-
male artists. 

Vows is destined to put Kimbra on the pop music map.

Vows, proves that she is destined to be on top of the charts. The 21-year-old singer from New Zealand is bet-
with Gotye’s single, “Somebody I Used to Know.” The single was No. 1 in 10 countries.

Vows is an album filled with mixed genre glossy pop, whimsical soul and fulfilling jazz renditions that show Kimbra’s own writing as something to behold.

While “Somebody I Used to Know” was a bit-
der break up song, “Open up your heart/open up your heart and let me pull you out of your bed,”

“Two-Way Street” is a sweet, slow burn-
ing love song. “Good Intent” is more jazz with Kimbra getting her trademark, cabaret voice out, which is an ever-present theme throughout the album.

“Old Flame” is a little more brooding as the tempo gradually increases. When you hear the lyrics, you can tell the song is about a past lover.

The bonus track, “Warrior,” gives off an 80s feel with old school beats. Kimbra is one of those artists who can sing in any genre with her versatile voice.

Her musical style and voice makes Vows so enjoyable, giv-
ing the listener hope about love.

“It’s an eclectic mix of songs and explores the themes sur-
rounding the making of promises and the breaking of them.” Kim-
bra said in interview with Idolater. “I wanted to experiment on this album and try to delve into as many different musical impulses and influences that felt right in conveying the appropriate emotion. It has some darker mo-
ents, but ultimately I think it’s an uplifting record, from the soul and for the soul.”

In the interview with Idolater, Kimbra said her in-
fluences for the album included Prince, Rufus Wain-
wright, The Dirty Projectors, The Bird and The Bee and D’Angelo.

“I tried to listen to as much music as possible while writing this record — the challenge was to bring these influences together in a way that felt distinct and truthful,” she said. “I also watched a lot of Disney films while making this album and drew influence from old films.”

Kimbra has established herself as a solid stand-
alone artist with this amazing album. While some have seen her as riding on the coattails of Gotye’s surprisingly global success, Vows has shown that Kimbra has a voice and has proven musically she can outshine many of today’s fe-
male artists.

Vows is destined to put Kimbra on the pop music map.
Psychedelic Milk packs a mighty punch of desert-influenced vibes that is slowly infecting the underground rock scene.

The five-piece band consists of Chasen Landry on lead vocals, Russ Rosenwirth on bass, Taylor Ruthford and Brian Saude on guitar and Gary Humphrey on percussion.

Two of the five members, Saude and Ruthford, attend CSUSB. Saude is a mass communications Major, graduating this spring and Ruthford is a dual major in philosophy and communications.

The band’s main influence is based off the desert town of Hesperia, located on the outskirts of Los Angeles and the Inland Empire.

“Our music is heavily influenced on the desert and people who live there,” said the band.

The name ‘Psychedelic Milk’ was inspired by the Stanley Kubrick masterpiece “A Clockwork Orange,” specifically the scene where the main character Alex DeLarge and his droogs attend the Korova milk bar.

“Do you remember that part of the movie where they just sit there and drink psychedelic milk?” asked Landry.

The band has a noticeably retro sound, but they’re quick to point out their modern influences.

“When people say we sound like we are from the 60s, fuck that, we are not from the 60s. We are influenced by music that is back during that time, but we are contemporary and modern,” said Landry.

The music that the band presents is vaguely reminiscent of The Doors coupled with their own independent style.

Sauda jams on the lead guitar while Ruthford strums in unison on the guitar to keep rhythm. Landry’s vocals are strong on his own, almost overpowering the strong percussion and guitars.

The music will definitely make you bob your head and tap your toes. It is an absolutely enthralling listening experience that makes you want to hit the gas pedal and rock the fuck out.

The song “Temptation” is darkly alluring. It was the closing song for the set at Lake Alice which, after only listening to twice before, creates a catchy element of rock ‘n’ roll.

The band believes that they do not have any type of influence in this modern world.

“As Jack White says, you can’t be influenced by bands today. We are trying to blend everything we listen to and put it together,” says Landry.

When all is said and done, Psychedelic Milk are just a group of friends who are living the dream of playing music.

“If you can find another band that does nothing but shoot the shit, and argue with each other as best friends, I would like to meet them. I have yet to meet anyone like us to this day. We are the best of friends, that play music together,” concluded Landry.

Psychedelic Milk is signed with Silver Rose Studios, an independent label. The band plays the second Wednesday of every month at the Lake Alice Trading Co. in Riverside.

You can listen to their music and watch the video “Temptation,” both of which can be found on their website at http://psychedelicmilk.blogspot.com/
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**Vu’s 120 goals ties water polo record**

By AMY CUTILLO

Staff Writer

Misty Vu is not only owning the water here at CSUSB but she is also leading herself into a life filled with much success.

Vu is a utility player for the Coyote water polo team.

Being a utility player requires that you can play several positions competently, and that is more than likely the reason Vu is so skilled at her sport.

She has played water polo eight years ago as a goalie during summer school and a half years.

Vu began playing water polo eight years ago as a goalie during summer school her freshman year.

“After my freshman year in high school, I just loved it. Everyday before practice started I’d have my bag packed already, and wake up an hour early the day of practice,” said Vu.

Since then she has built her way up, and as of recently Vu tied the previous goal school record of 120 and was named the nation’s leading scorer.

Her love of the sport stems from many facets.

“I got hooked on the game because I like being aggressive and horsing around, and this is a sport where I can do that. The fact that I could be aggressive with someone I don’t even know is so fun, and I enjoy it,” said Vu.

Not only does Vu say this is an aggressive sport, but it is also a sport that she never stops learning from.

“Everyday is a learning experience. I continue to learn more about this sport everyday. Playing water polo [for] CSUSB has taught me dedication. Rain or shine, I am in that water everyday,” said Vu.

Aside from playing for the water polo team, she is majoring in communications with a concentration in public relations.

Despite juggling a busy water polo schedule, Vu finds time to work, go to school, coach the swim team and also coach at Martin Luther King High School in Riverside.

Vu is currently a senior academically, but athletically she is a junior.

Since Vu is not graduating until some time next year, she will be playing one more year of water polo here at CSUSB.

According to Vu, almost everything she has learned here has been due to Coach Sarah Rendker. “She has taught me everything. Her passion is what I feel off of. She teaches me everyday. Like I said, it’s non-stop learning when it comes to this sport, but every little thing that I know right now about this sport is thanks to her,” said Vu.

Knowing that she possesses the talent and determination to play the sport inspires Vu to continue to excel.

“I want to continue to do this and see how far I can take it,” said Vu.

She says she definitely showed where working hard can lead you as she was named to the Western Water Polo Association (WWPA) second team.

In a year where her team struggled to achieve success, Vu stood out as the captain and gave her team a fighting chance each time they took to the water.

Vu has one more year to showcase her talents and hopefully lead her team to victory.

With seven upperclassmen returning next season, success is around the corner.

With a strong head on her shoulders and a positive attitude towards life, Vu will be making waves wherever she goes.

---

**Toughness fuels Mitchell’s career goals**

By CHELSEA UNDERWOOD

Staff Writer

Senior Alex Mitchell is an avid athlete who shows that with a strong mentality and a good work ethic anything is possible.

Mitchell has played softball for 15 years and over the course of time she has learned a lot about herself as an athlete.

Her mom was the one that influenced her to play softball but her dad and older brother were the ones who pushed and prepared her to become a better athlete.

She grew up with her brother who challenged her to be mentally and physically strong by picking on her and by play-fighting in order to toughen her up.

“It’s that fight to never give up that my brother instilled in me,” said Mitchell.

Her brother taught her to fight but she was born with her dad’s competitiveness in sports, according to Mitchell.

Her dad started his own 18-and-under travel softball team called So Cal Stars in San Bernardino, which Mitchell participated in.

Even though he was the coach, he would work her harder than any of the other players to show he was not going easy on his daughter.

She also participated in the winning softball program at Cajon High School all four years and excelled there as an athlete, participating not only in softball, but golf and track as well.

Mitchell showed her athleticism and versatility, continuing through Coyote softball.

Playing as a Coyote for four years, Mitchell has shown significant improvement in her hitting since high school especially her slapping (bunting for a base hit).

She had some help from the hitting coach but knew that if she wanted to get better she had to improve in another way as well.

“I would buy videos from Division I coaches to find out how they do [slapping],” said Mitchell. “I would try to teach myself.”

She has received constructive criticism from her coaches and makes sure to practice on her time in order to strengthen her weaknesses.

Coach Duncan invited players to come early to practice and Mitchell gladly accepted.

“My work ethic grew more and came from coach Duncan,” said Mitchell.

Mitchell is practicing her work ethic in her studies for her major in kinesiology with an emphasis in exercise science.

After graduating she plans on continuing her education by going for her masters in athletic training but has not decided which school she will go to.

Despite her plans to move forward, Mitchell is not quite ready to put up her glove and cleats.

This summer she, along with fellow teammates Carly Land, Britney Butler, and Jamie Lef, are only making yourself better,” said Mitchell. “So why not put forth the extra effort.”

Since Vu is not graduating until some time next year, she will be playing one more year of water polo here at CSUSB.

---

**Staff Writer**
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Alex Mitchell has shown grit and determination during her four years at CSUSB.
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Controversial balk circles Coyote playoffs

By RAY BEASLEY Staff Writer

Coyotes are finding it hard to remember their amazing season and past successes with the recent loss to Sonoma State. With such high hopes of success the struggling Coyotes struggle to remain positive in the wake of such a disappointing end to their beloved season.

“At the start of the year our goal was to win the last game of the season and since we fell short it is a let down,” said starting pitcher Paul Eshleman.

It was this mindset of not coming home until the final game of the season was won that kept the Coyotes fighting until the very end.

The Coyotes lost in dramatic fashion as their star closer, Josh Pond, was called for a balk which allowed the runner on third base to walk home in the bottom of the ninth inning, giving Sonoma State a 3-2 victory.

This happened right after the Coyotes made an improbable comeback, as catcher Eshleman, tripled in a run in the top half of the ninth inning to give the Coyotes a 2-1 lead.

It proved to not be enough, however. With such high standards and their willingness to strive for near perfection, it is difficult to stay mentally focused on next year or their professional futures.

“I am proud of how we finished, fighting until the end. It’s the result I am not happy about. We know that we are a better team than what we ended at and it is a lot down that we were not able to live up to the standards that we had put upon ourselves,” said Eshleman.

Oftentimes fans and followers of sports teams do not recognize the mental struggles the players deal with, never understanding that the players take a loss far harder then they could ever imagine.

This game is a major part of their lives. It is what they invest the majority of their time to perfect.

“So of the guys will be at the baseball field eight or more hours on game days,” said head coach Don Parnell.

Many fans are never privy to the behind-the-scenes effort they give for the simple hope of achieving victory; victory for themselves, the team and their school’s pride.

It is this level of determination that the Coyotes need to stay competitive in the relentless world of baseball.

Every player, on both sides of the field, works to achieve the same goal and the first team to let up is the first team to admit defeat.

It is, in a sense, a cruel reality.

“Baseball is a weird sport in that even if you are ahead late in the game you can never let up, and I feel that we let up for just a split second and when we did, the game was over and we were not on the winning side,” said Eshleman.

The game of baseball allows no room for complacency and demands nothing less than absolute effort until the final pitch is thrown.

The Coyotes will now have to learn how to pick up the pieces of their season, taking with them what they have learned, the ups and the downs.

L.A. pros taking sports world by storm

By JESSICA BRACAMONTES Staff Writer

Lately, the city of Los Angeles has been on top of the sports world, with the Dodgers, Lakers, Clippers, and Kings making noise in their respective sports. The hype from these Los Angeles teams has made its way to CSUSB, as the Coyotes cheer on and support their favorite local sport teams year round.

Student Valeria Barragan is an avid Dodgers fan who attends multiple games each season and is convinced that this season will be quite successful for the boys in blue.

“Los Angeles Dodgers are doing extremely good this season with a 24-13 record so far. With their new ownership, it gives the team the motivation to focus more on the game,” said Barragan. “They come together as a team to give the fans what we want, and we want a championship this year.”

Currently, the Dodgers hold the best record in all of baseball.

Dodgers’ center fielder Matt Kemp has been blazing hot as of late, with 12 home runs and a .359 batting average.

Bad news struck recently for Kemp and the Dodgers as he went down with a right hamstring injury that put him on the 15-day disabled list.

Fans only hope he will be back soon to continue to rip eye-popping home runs and drive in runs in bunches.

Even without Kemp for a short period of time, the team has plenty of young, talented stars to carry the load for a couple of weeks.

Meanwhile, the Dodgers had themselves quite a regular season, as they provided the league with plenty of highlights to go along with their playoff berth in six years.

With 40 wins and 26 losses, the team was able to post their highest winning percentage in Clippers history, thanks in large part to the acquisition of what many call the best point guard in the league right now, Chris Paul, who turned the team into Lob City.

They started their playoff run against the powerful Memphis Grizzlies, who were able to take the series.

The Grizzlies stoked roster and homecourt advantage were just two of the many obstacles that the Clippers had to face throughout the series, however, the Clippers have consistently prevailed with an impressive 10-point victory in game seven on the road.

They moved on to face the No. 1 seeded San Antonio Spurs, who they are currently in a long fight with. The Lakers found themselves in their usual position for complacency and demands nothing less than absolute effort until the final pitch is thrown.

The following opponent for the Kings was the St. Louis Blues, whose defense was feared and revolved around the league.

Unphased, however, the Kings were able to pull off a 4-0 sweep against the Blues.

The Kings were able to advance to the Western Conference Finals where they are currently facing off against their own rival, the Phoenix Coyotes.

If the Kings are able to defeat the Phoenix Coyotes, they will have earned the right to play for the Cup, and potentially win, the first Stanley Cup in the franchise’s silent history.

Even more impressive, they would be the first eight seed in NHL history to win the Stanley Cup.

Student Marvin Mejia is impressed with the Kings’ pride and feels that this team can truly compete for the Cup.

“Well, with the acquiring of [Jeff] Carter and [Mike] Richards, I had high hopes for goal scoring, and with Jonathan Quick in goal, I knew it was a recipe for good things,” said Mejia.

“The way they have been playing, they stand a good chance at winning, but they can’t get overconfident. They have to take one hard-fought game at a time. Go Kings, go!”

With the successes that sports teams are having in the city, there comes no surprise if the city of Angeles is able to host multiple parades this summer.